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We are a creative, independent brand living for sustainable, timeless and ethical design. 
All of our products are designed and hand manufactured in Europe with the finest vegan 
materials. We are constantly exploring innovative ways to remain ethical, sustainable and 
eco-friendly. Our values care for both, animals and our planet as we pave the footsteps 
towards our future. 

Our timeless and classic capsule collections blend effortlessly into your wardrobe. We cover 
everyday needs, with a luxury finish, full of compassion. We want you to love fashion, as 
much as we love making it. Responsible and passionate!

Theresa Jentzsch, CEO and founder of OSIER

OSIER began its story a few years ago when I noticed the gap in the market for luxury, 
quality accessories within ethical fashion. We are proud to set the bar high and work hard 
to match sustainability with ethical practice to create beautiful vegan bags.
In 2022, we launch our first apparel collection, consisting of capsule pieces, made from 
carefully selected and sustainable materials, manufactured in Italy. 
We work closely together with our atelier in Italy that I visit and talk with frequently.
Find all manufacturing details and material information in this report.

About OSIER

Founders Statement
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OSIER is transparent about progress, actions and how we 
work. We are excited to publish our environmental and social 
achievements, along with our improvements in manufacturing, 
sourcing and technology.

We want to empower you and our competitors to follow a fair 
and sustainable approach.
Supply chains, the materials we use and the impact of our 
vegan products are shared, and give you full insights on 
the decisions and actions we take as fashion brand and as 
personal creatives. 

We use this report to manifest our journey and to capture the 
status quo in order to develop from where we stand today. Our 
goal is to never stop, to improve our work every day. In order 
to do so, the documentation of our activities is to find here.

INFORMS

EMPOWERS

DOCUMENTS

This Report
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PEOPLE

PLANET 

PRODUCT

Mission
At OSIER we do our best for planet,  people and animals.
Our mission is to revolutionise the fashion industry with a 
focus on sustainability, transparency and quality. 
We ensure to prioritise these values throughout all of our 
practices, from sourcing to manufacturing and packaging.

TRANSPARENCY 

SUSTAINABILITY

QUALITY

The Eco-Age Brandmark and the PETA certification were 
given to us for our environmentally friendly business strategy  
and ethical, vegan products.

Brand Mission



People
As brand, we contribute to the force for a positive change by 
being transparent about our manufacturing process. 
We’re bringing you along to our atelier in Bucharest, the 
capital of Romania. 
Our research and design development is a lengthy process 
and it can take several months before that sketch arrives 
at our factory along with the carefully sourced materials 
that are needed to turn this design into a product. Once 
we’ve carefully devised our capsule collection, an in-house 
designer in Bucharest will draft a prototyping pattern for the 
first bag to be made. 

“We are academics, writers, business leaders, brands, 
retailers, trade unions and policymakers. We are the 
industry and the public. We are world citizens. We are a 
movement and a community. We are you.”   

- Fashion Revolution

To learn about the slow fashion OSIER experience, head 
over to our social media or blogs, where you can read 
testimonials from our wonderful customers. 
Fashion Revolution Week is a time when designers, 
manufacturers, workers and consumers come together to 
celebrate and promote transparency in fashion. 
And no one is left out.
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OSIER began to produce its’ first bags in an atelier of few 
artisans, manufacturing our vegan leather bags. Today, we 
moved our place of production even closer to the location of 
design. From Bucharest to Italy, the contact to our colleagues 
is important. 
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Product

We use vegan, eco-conscious materials within all of our products and productions. Our 
current accessoire collection includes premium, vegan elements, made from apple waste 
biomaterial. Recycled lining fabrics and organic cotton dust bags, made in Italy, come with 
the vegan material innovation. 
From design over material to packaging, OSIER is based in Europe, between our head 
office in Amsterdam and our team of machinists and designers in Romania and Italy.
Keeping things local is important to our CO2 compensation pledge. 
Before leaving the atelier, our products are packaged on site; as local as possible. 
But the journey certainly doesn’t end. OSIER is in your wardrobe for the long-run. Our 
products are designed and built to last for generations.

MATERIALS

“Our Material Matrix 
transparently informs you 
about every detail we use, 
from button to yarn.”
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Sustainable Development Goal 12 is to ensure sustainable consumption and production. We 
are determined to fulfill this goal by keeping our production local.

• Our bags’ journey starts in Amsterdam, where our collection is designed. 
• Our materials, that include lux, soft vegan ‘leathers’, recycled lining fabrics and organic 

cotton dust bags are all sustainably sourced in Italy. 
• From then, we send the materials to our manufacture Italy, where a very talented team 

of machinists and designers hand-craft the products. 

Keeping things local in Europe assure to reduce our CO2 emissions.  To compensate the 
CO2 that we release to our planet, we make our bags with the help of renewable energies 
such as green wind energy. 

Our mission is to be sustainable from the beginning to the end, involving everyone from 
producer to our final customers.That is why our packaging is 100% recycled with not a hint of 
plastic whatsoever! Our OSIER boxes are made to measure for each of our bags, meaning 
no wasteful filling material. 

Product
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INNOVATION

Planet
As we continue to grow, we are committed to give back from what we gain. 

We’ve started the ball rolling early with The Ocean Clean Up. This non-profit organisation is 
based in the The Netherlands. They work to develop innovative and advanced technologies 
which combat the overwhelming levels of plastics within our oceans. Currently they are 
cleaning the Great Pacific Garbage Patch over in California, one of the most polluted areas 
of the world.

We donate a percentage of our profits because our growth should be the fundament for a 
better world. 
The core of our brand is to create vegan and low-impact products and to spread our way of 
producing within the fashion and general textile market. 

It’s our goal to create beautiful and ethical 
pieces that have the least environmental impact 
possible and to advocate for sustainability, 
social justice and the ethical treatment of 
animals, the people and our planet.

To drive forward innovative materials, OSIER is part of the Worth Partnership Project. 
Currently, we develop a new material that can supplement PU in order to save the planets’ 
resources.

We compensate the CO2 that is released through the making of our bags with green wind 
energy. 
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VEGAN

LOCAL

HANDMADE

SLOW FASHION

Next to the development of own materials, we critically 
select and carefully source sustainable materials. We test, 
evaluate and choose vegan, ethical and innovative textiles 
that will be part of a future apparel collection. 

Recently, we made the big decision to leave the factory in 
Romania and to manufacture in an atelier in Italy. We found 
artisans and professionals who are closer to our country of 
origin. The cooperation with our team in Italy is important to 
us and we are in frequent exchange with the people who 
manufacture each piece.
The knowledge and experience of our team in Italy is a big 
benefit for us, as Amsterdam based Start-up.

Progress

We researched new materials, lowering the impact and 
emissions. We not only sourced, but even created new 
materials. Together with the WORTH Partnership Program, 
we developed vegan leather from apple residues: We do 
not any longer have to rely on PU in our apple leather but 
include an alternative, made from micro algeas.  
Our ambition is to introduce this new - almost zero impact 
- material this year. Instead of patenting this innovation, we 
want to inspire other companies. Sharing and distribution of 
new solutions - inside and outside of the fashion industry - is 
our goal. 

We take slow fashion literal: Our design process never ends 
with a finished product. The refinement of our designs into 
more sustainable and durable designs happens constantly. 
The ultimate goal is to create trendless and qualitative 
products that last for generations.  
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Material Matrix

COTTON

VISCOSE

Manufactured in Italy, our vegan leather consists of waste of 
apples. By that, we lower carbon and emissions
The facts:
— no animal is harmed in this 100% vegan process 
Our buttons are made from a nut from Ecuador, known as 
tagua or vegetable ivory.

All viscose used in our manufafcturing process is created 
from wood pulp, left over deforestation. We only choose to 
use FSC certified raw materials that come from forests that 
after being cut, will be replanted.

VEGAN LEATHER

HARDWARE

Our organic cotton is certified with the 
GOTs standard and its’ farming does not 
allow the use of toxic chemicals or GMOs 
(genetically modified organisms).Instead, 
combining tradition, innovation and science 
benefits the environment. The health of 
soils, ecosystems and people is protected, 
using natural processes.

Corozo buttons are a 100% natural product which is similar 
in consistency to a hard resin. Corozo is made up of very 
tightly wound organic fibers which give it excellent durability 
and scratch resistance. 
The facts:
— 100% natural - non-toxic, child safe
— Dry-clean washable
— Scratch and high temperature resistant
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Material Matrix
POLYESTER

The polyester used in our manufacturing process is made 
from post-consumer PET bottles, converted to purified 
recycled liquid in an innovative process. This makes the 
yarn’s performance comparable to conventional polyester 
yarn made from high purity virgin petrochemicals. 

The facts:
— 1 kg of fabric contains 50 recycled plastic bottles
— recycling 1 ton of PET waste saves 3.8 barrels of oil
— recycling 1 ton of post-consumer PET bottles saves 5.6 
cubic meters of landfills
— the process consumes less energy and results in zero 
discharge of liquid effluents

Currently, we are using Polyester certified by Global 
Recycling Standard and U-Circular.
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If you’d like to know more on this subject or have any 
questions, you can reach out to us at hi@osier.studio!


